Playing with only Georgies BLACK and WHITE GLAZES:
Each plate is base coated (2 coats) with a white glaze.
Blacks are applied over the top - vertical bars are
done using glaze inlay, circles are wax resist design and
black applied (1 coat) over the top. Order of application:
1. EZ012 BLACK (DUNCAN STAIN/OXIDE)
2. PG602 BLACK PATENT
3. GLW44 BLACK MATTE
4. PG602 INCREDIBLE BLACK
5. GLW45 PLUM BLACK
6. GLW47 KALAMATA
Notice how the character of each glaze reflects its
make-up when inter-acting!

GLW12 EGGSHELL WASH

GLW37 PURE WHITE MATTE
PG601 PERFECT WHITE

GLW45 PLUM BLACK
PG635 BLACK PATENT
GLW44 BLACK MATTE

BLACK GLAZE IS APPLIED 2 COATS,
WHITE IS APPLIED AS GLAZE INLAY/
VERTICAL BARS. CIRCLES WAX RESIST.
ORDER OF APPLICATION:
1. PG601 PERFECT WHITE
2. GLW35 PURE WHITE MATTE
3. GLW12 EGGSHELL WASH